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Beware Of False Teachers
There is no question that we live in an age of weak theology and casual Christianity. We have substituted intuition for truth, feeling for belief and immediate gratification for enduring hope. Evangelicalism desperately needs to return to the doctrines that once before reformed the world: radical depravity, unconditional election, particular redemption, efficacious grace and persevering grace. James Boice and Philip Ryken not only provide a
compelling exposition on these doctrines of grace, but also look briefly at their historical impact. The authors leave no doubt that the church suffers when these foundational truths are neglected and that she must return to a Christianity that is practical-minded, kind-hearted, and most importantly, biblically based.
Newly updated, this definitive reference work on major cult systems is the gold standard text on cults with nearly a million copies sold.
In this remarkable New York Times bestseller, Joel Osteen offers unique insights and encouragement that will help readers overcome every obstacle in their lives.
These essays are concerned with broad hermeneutical and theological issues raised by the book of Deuteronomy.
Rediscovering the Evangelical Gospel
Illustrated in Two Discourses : with an Appendix
This Book was Written Through the Inspiration of THE HOLY SPIRIT, to Enlighten the Eyes of the Believer Understanding.
1–2 Timothy and Titus (ESV Edition)
Basic Theology
Evangelicalism Divided
Removing Religion to Reveal Jesus

And Jesus answered and said unto them, take heed that no man deceive you. (Matthew 24:4) Are Christians in today's churches being deceived? If we were, how would we know? We often accept doctrines of today's popular teachers at face value, without ever comparing their claims against the principles of Scripture. Taking for granted that everything we are hearing taught is truthful and sound doctrine, is to be very naïve. Jesus warns us in Matthew 7:15, "Beware of false prophets, which come to you in sheep's clothing, but inwardly they are ravening wolves." We live in an age of rapid change and much
deception. If the teaching of the church is going to remain sound, the responsibility rests with us. "Wolves in Sheep's Clothing" is a study guide, a reference source, and a thought-provoking look at many of the teachings prevalent in today's Christian church. The author exposes many of today's false teachings, often with a bold stance. The false teachers propagate their lies with boldness, therefore at times it is necessary to stand against them with boldness. After studying this work, the reader will be empowered to sort through the misleading and deceptive doctrines of today, and avoid the common traps set by
most false teachers. Hopefully by the end of the study the reader will have learned practical ways to determine for himself whether a teaching is truthful or in error. At the very least this study will provoke the reader to deep spiritual thought, and at the most, it will set people free from the bonds of false teaching. This study will benefit the fresh new believer and the seminary student, as well as the seasoned Bible teacher. This work is a must read for pastors, teachers, Bible study leaders, and anyone who thirsts after truth.
Capitalizing on the increasing popularity of infographics and a growing interest in accessible, understandable teaching on theology, Visual Theology by Tim Challies and Josh Byers teaches timeless, historic, biblical truth in a fresh and vibrant way that that will capture your interest and ignite your imagination.
As seen in Time, USA TODAY, The Atlantic, The Wall Street Journal, and on CBS This Morning, BBC, PBS, CNN, and NPR, iGen is crucial reading to understand how the children, teens, and young adults born in the mid-1990s and later are vastly different from their Millennial predecessors, and from any other generation. With generational divides wider than ever, parents, educators, and employers have an urgent need to understand today’s rising generation of teens and young adults. Born in the mid-1990s up to the mid-2000s, iGen is the first generation to spend their entire adolescence in the age of the
smartphone. With social media and texting replacing other activities, iGen spends less time with their friends in person—perhaps contributing to their unprecedented levels of anxiety, depression, and loneliness. But technology is not the only thing that makes iGen distinct from every generation before them; they are also different in how they spend their time, how they behave, and in their attitudes toward religion, sexuality, and politics. They socialize in completely new ways, reject once sacred social taboos, and want different things from their lives and careers. More than previous generations, they are obsessed
with safety, focused on tolerance, and have no patience for inequality. With the first members of iGen just graduating from college, we all need to understand them: friends and family need to look out for them; businesses must figure out how to recruit them and sell to them; colleges and universities must know how to educate and guide them. And members of iGen also need to understand themselves as they communicate with their elders and explain their views to their older peers. Because where iGen goes, so goes our nation—and the world.
Respected Bible teacher and vicar of the 19th century Church of England warns the Church in a collection of 8 sermons: Warning #1: The True ChurchWarning #2: Not Corrupting the WordWarning #3: Give Yourself Wholly to ThemWarning #4: Pharisees and SadduceesWarning #5: All Kinds of Strange TeachingsWarning #6: The Fallibility of MinistersWarning #7: Apostolic FearsWarning #8: Idolatr
To Guard the Deposit
Beware of False Teachers, Preachers and Prophets
The Gospel According to Matthew
Do More Better
Gospelbound
The Truth War
False Teachings of the 21st Century

THE NEW AMERICAN COMMENTARY is for the minister or Bible student who wants to understand and expound the Scriptures. Notable features include:* commentary based on THE NEW INTERNATIONAL VERSION;* the NIV text printed in the body of the commentary;* sound scholarly methodology that reflects capable research in the original languages;* interpretation that emphasizes the theological unity of each book and of Scripture as a whole;* readable and applicable exposition.
"The followers of Jesus are to different," writes John Stott, "different from both the nominal church and the secular world, different from both the religious and the irreligious. The Sermon on the Mount is the most complete delineation anywhere in the New Testament of the Christian counter-culture. Here is a Christian value-system, ethical standard, religious devotion, attitude to money, ambition, lifestyle and network of relationships--all of which are totally at variance with those in the non-Christian world. And this Christian counter-culture is the life of the kingdom of God, a
fully human life indeed but lived out under the divine rule." In this careful exposition of Jesus' Sermon on the Mount, John R. W. Stott accurately expounds the biblical text and relates it to life today. Above all, the author says, he wants to let Christ speak this sermon again, this time to the modern world.
Insightful and heart-warming, this classic book is written for those who seek to know God better. It unfolds life-impacting, biblical truths and has been called a "soul-stirring celebration of the pleasures of knowing God."
Have you realized that the responsibility to guard against deception is placed on us as believers? Jesus admonished us to take heed that no one deceives us. Unfortunately, deception in the Church today has reached an alarming proportion that even the very elect can be deceived. Today, we have many false prophets, apostles, pastors, teachers, and evangelists who come to you in sheep's clothing, but inwardly they are ravenous wolves seeking to devour the gullible. Jesus said by their fruits you shall know them. This book reveals the fruits of these ravenous wolves and a true life
confession of a pastor who was under this deception until the Lord delivered him to expose how some ministers of the gospel are operating under the power of mermaid spirits. My heart desire is that this book will be an immense help to the Church in these Last Days and prevent many from being deceived by the seducing spirits of Antichrist at work.
Wolves in Sheep's Clothing
And, The Abundant Life
Beware of False Teachers
Seed Faith Can a Man Bribe God, How false teachers manipulate and hypnotize you for offerings
1, 2 Peter, Jude
Beware Of False Ministers With Mermaid Powers
Deceivers & False Prophets Among Us
In this powerful sermon, Thomas Chalmers inspires Christians to remove the snares and tangles of sin—not through legalistic obedience but through the power of a new and greater affection for God. Chalmers reminds God’s saints that as sojourners living in this world, true power over the trials and sins of this life is found only in desiring Jesus Christ.
How can we become good ministers of Christ Jesus? In 1 Timothy, Paul writes his protege Timothy, who is overseeing the church in Ephesus, to encourage him to complete the work God called him to (1 Tim 1:18-19). False teachers had infiltrated the congregation, church members were looking down on Timothy because of his youth, and Timothy was frequently sick with stomach ailments. There were many obstacles to discourage and make him want to quit.
Throughout the letter, Paul encourages Timothy to be faithful (1 Tim 4:14-16, 6:11-12), instructs him on how the church of the living God should be run (1 Tim 3:15), and on how to be a good minister of Christ Jesus (1 Tim 4:6). Although 1 Timothy is often called a pastoral epistle, it doesn't just speak to pastors. It speaks to all of us, because we're all called to ministry. It instructs us on issues like combatting false teaching (Ch. 1), prayer and
worship (Ch. 2), church organization (Ch. 3), the minister's life and doctrine (Ch. 4), the mercy ministry of the church (Ch. 5), and the believer's relationship with money (Ch. 6), among other things. It also encourages us to complete our God-given tasks, amidst various obstacles (cf. 1 Tim 1:18-19, 4:12). As we read it, we are challenged, like Timothy, to become good ministers of Christ Jesus, at a time when the church desperately needs them. Let's
study it together with The Bible Teacher's Guide: "Expositional, theological, and candidly practical! I highly recommend The Bible Teacher's Guide for anyone seeking to better understand or teach God's Word." -Dr. Young-Gil Kim, Founding President of Handong Global University "Helpful to both the layman and the serious student, The Bible Teacher's Guide, by Dr. Greg Brown, is outstanding!" -Dr. Neal Weaver, President of Louisiana Baptist University
Murray analyses major changes in the evangelical movement in the years 1950 to 2000, clarifying the issues raised & assessing events in the light of biblical teaching. The period under review saw the fundamental difference between two contrasting approaches to Christian unity, ecumenism & evangelicalism, gradually obscured. In their desire to distance themselves from the older fundamentalism, some evangelical leaders were too willing, in Murray's
view, to jettison, or at least to tone down, previously cherished convictions concerning the nature of Christian conversion, the authority of Scripture & the primacy of gospel truth over denominational loyalty. Leaders whose roles in these changes are discussed include Billy Graham, Martyn Lloyd-Jones, J. I. Packer & John R. W. Scott. Particular attention is given to the evangelical movement within the Anglican communion, the problematic nature of
evangelical involvement in the world of scholarship & moves to break down barriers between evangelicalism & Roman Catholicism. Murray emphasizes the basic question, What is a Christian? & its implications for evangelical faith & life.
Beware of false prophets. Imposters will go on from bad to worse. Repeatedly we are warned in the Bible of false teachers who will infiltrate churches and organizations, steering people away from Jesus Christ and true Christian doctrines by their poisonous teachings. This will pave the way for a great falling away from the faith and a welcoming of the coming Antichrist. There is ample evidence we are living in the days of the great falling away. There
is safety and an antidote through the true Gospel of Jesus Christ, but how many people are willing to accept it?
7 Steps to Living at Your Full Potential
An Exegetical and Theological Exposition of Holy Scripture
Rich Wounds: The Countless Treasures of the Life, Death, and Triumph of Jesus
Servants Of Corruption, A Reference of False Teachers, Preachers and Other Wolves In Sheep's Clothing
Authorized King James Version
A Popular Systematic Guide to Understanding Biblical Truth
Desiring God

Documenting How Prosperity Gospel Teachers Use Hypnotic Manipulation In Order To Divest God's People Of Millions Of Dollars By Conning Them To Give Bogus Seed Faith Offerings
American evangelicals are known for focusing on the family, but the Quiverfull movement intensifies that focus in a significant way. Often called "Quiverfull" due to an emphasis on filling their "quivers" with as many children as possible (Psalm 127:5), such families are distinguishable by their practices of male-only leadership, homeschooling, and prolific childbirth. Their primary aim is "multigenerational faithfulness" - ensuring their descendants maintain Christian faith for many generations. Many believe this
focus will lead to the Christianization of America in the centuries to come. Quivering Families is a first of its kind project that employs history, ethnography, and theology to explore the Quiverfull movement in America. The book considers a study of the movement's origins, its major leaders and institutions, and the daily lives of its families. Quivering Families argues that despite the apparent strangeness of their practice, Quiverfull is a thoroughly evangelical and American phenomenon. Far from offering a
countercultural vision of the family, Quiverfull represents an intensification of longstanding tendencies. The movement reveals the weakness of evangelical theology of the family and underlines the need for more critical and creative approaches.
The publication of the King James version of the Bible, translated between 1603 and 1611, coincided with an extraordinary flowering of English literature and is universally acknowledged as the greatest influence on English-language literature in history. Now, world-class literary writers introduce the book of the King James Bible in a series of beautifully designed, small-format volumes. The introducers' passionate, provocative, and personal engagements with the spirituality and the language of the text make
the Bible come alive as a stunning work of literature and remind us of its overwhelming contemporary relevance.
Theology is for everyone. Everyone is a theologian of sorts. Theology simply means thinking about God and expressing those thoughts in some way. But sloppy theology is a problem. As Christians, our thoughts about God need to coincide with what He has said about Himself in the Bible. With his clear understanding of the Scriptures and unpretentious writing style, Charles Ryrie has written Basic Theology for every student of God's Word, from the devotional student to the seminary student. Ryrie's name has
become synonymous with dispensational theology and his texts on the subject invaluable to the Bible scholar. Now Ryrie's Basic Theology is available to you from Moody Press, the company that brings you the Ryrie Study Bible. Featuring charts, definitions, and Scripture and subject indices, Basic Theology will give you a clear and comprehensive picture of Ryrie's approach to systematic theology. Its 94 chapters are arranged in outline style for easy reference. Considerable emphasis is given to explaining the
dispensational view of the end times.
Meditations of a Christian Hedonist
Riveting Insights Into the Dark World of Deception at Work in Today's Church
Who Rides the Beast?
The False Gods We Worship
The Expulsive Power of a New Affection
Prophetic Rivalry and the Rhetoric of Crisis in the Churches of the Apocalypse
iGen

During the centuries that followed after Jesus established His church, it has been assailed almost constantly by various false teachers. It is just as relevant today that we guard ourselves against the false teachings of those who would deceive us as it has been at any time during the past 2000 years.Man may sin by failing to do what God has said (we call this the sin of omission). James 4:17 tells of it, but man may also sin by doing what God forbids. First John 3:4 tells of this. Both are
disobedience to the will of God. God had made His will clearly known to Adam and Eve. When the devil ask Eve what God had said, she knew. When Adam ate the fruit, he knew he was transgressing the will of God. It is no wonder, then, that God dealt so severely with both of them. Even though Eve was deceived at the time of eating, she was responsible for allowing herself to be deceived. She knew the truth, and she should not have forsaken it just because of the good words and fair
speech of the serpent.It was a turning from God's word to false doctrine. Many people have the idea that sin must be some act of drunkenness, thievery, fighting, or immorality. They emphasize only the moral and social responsibilities of man. Many think that doctrine is a matter of little consequence. Many totally reject any preaching that insists that all things be done according to God's Word. While the incident of Adam and Eve's sin is well known, yet many have not stopped to realize
that the first sin ever committed was not drunkenness, robbery, war, or immorality – as bad as those are. No, it was listening to false doctrine instead of the truth of God, believing false doctrine instead of what God had said, and a following of a false doctrine instead of the Word of God. In Eden, the devil turned preacher. He posed as a possessor of the truth and as one who had the welfare of humanity at heart. He preached, actually violating what God had said. God had said that man
would surely die if he ate of the fruit (Genesis 2:17), but the devil said to the woman something else, he said: “You will not surely die.” (Genesis 3:4)It was a false teacher in his first attack upon the human family. And, he is pulling that same deception upon men today - getting them to believe things contrary to the Bible, to obey the commandments of men instead of the Word of God, and to line up with religious institutions that do not preach the true Word of God. Indifference is the Devil's
tool to use upon the irreligious, but false doctrine is his tool upon the religious.In this book I strive to do two things. I hope to shed some light on some of the false teachings that abound today. I can't cover every one of them in this book simply because that would take more space that is feasible in a book of this nature. However, my hope is that the reader will come to realize that he or she must take care and think for themselves when listening to any teacher of the Word or reading any
book, magazine article, pamphlet, newsletter and the like that professes to teach the truth. Also, within the pages of this book, I hope to inspire my readers to be true followers of Jesus Christ and to look forward to a life in eternity with Him. Therefore, not all chapters are about false doctrine. Some chapters are, but others are meant to inspire and encourage your daily walk with Christ.
Sermons and writings of Joseph Smith, the Prophet.
Thirty short but profound reflections that help you to meditate on and marvel at the sacrificial love of Jesus. This book also works fantastically as a devotional. These short but profound reflections from David Mathis, author of The Christmas We Didn't Expect, will help you to look deeper at Jesus' life, sacrificial death and spectacular resurrection--enabling you to treasure anew who Jesus is and what he has done for us. Many of us are so familiar with the Easter story that it becomes easy
to miss subtle details and difficult to really enjoy its meaning. This book will help you to pause and marvel at Jesus, whose now-glorified wounds are a sign of his unfailing love and the decisive victory that he has won: "He was pierced for our transgressions, he was crushed for our iniquities; the punishment that brought us peace was on him, and by his wounds we are healed." (Isaiah 53:5) This book works fantastically as a devotional at any time of year. The chapters on Holy Week make
it especially helpful during the Lent season and at Easter.
"Malmesbury. John of Hildesheim, William Caxton, and the more modern Washington Irving, Hugh Miller, Charles Dickens, and Henry Cabot Lodge; also those immortals, Hans Andersen, the Brothers Grimm, Horace E. Scudder, and others. The stories are arranged to meet the needs of story-telling in the graded schools. Reading-lists, showing where to find additional material for story-telling and collateral reading, are added. Grades in which the recommended stories are useful are
indicated. The number of selections in the volume, as well as the references to other books, is limited by the amount and character of available material. For instance, there is little to be found for Saint Valentine's Day, while there is an overwhelming abundance of fine stories for the Christmas[...]."
Quivering Families
Close Your Church for Good
Beware Of False Prophets, False Apostles, False Teachers, False Christ, And Deceivers
Gospel Doctrine
THE DEATH OF DEATH IN THE DEATH OF CHRIST
Teachings of the Prophet Joseph Smith
Taking Seriously the Warnings of Jesus, the Prophets, and the Apostles
Preaching the Word Commentaries are written by pastors for pastors, as well as for all who teach or study God’s word. With pastor R. Kent Hughes as the series editor, these volumes feature an experienced pastor or teacher who models expository preaching and practical application. This series is noted for its steadfast commitment to biblical authority, clear exposition of Scripture, and readability, making it widely accessible for both new and seasoned pastors, as well as men and women hungering to read the Bible in a fresh way. This volume
explores 1 and 2 Timothy and Titus to help us better understand what God requires of those who lead in the local church, as well as of those who would be led.
Desiring GodMeditations of a Christian HedonistMultnomah
A profound exploration of how to hold on to hope when our unchanging faith collides with a changing culture, from two respected Christian storytellers and thought leaders. “Offers neither spin control nor image maintenance for the evangelical tribe, but genuine hope.”—Russell Moore, president of ERLC As the pressures of health warnings, economic turmoil, and partisan politics continue to rise, the influence of gospel-focused Christians seems to be waning. In the public square and popular opinion, we are losing our voice right when it’s
needed most for Christ’s glory and the common good. But there’s another story unfolding too—if you know where to look. In Gospelbound, Collin Hansen and Sarah Eekhoff Zylstra counter these growing fears with a robust message of resolute hope for anyone hungry for good news. Join them in exploring profound stories of Christians who are quietly changing the world in the name of Jesus—from the wild world of digital media to the stories of ancient saints and unsung contemporary activists on the frontiers of justice and mercy. Discover
how, in these dark times, the light of Jesus shines even brighter. You haven’t heard the whole story. And that’s good news.
The Book of Revelation presents the reader with a frightening narrative world in which the people of God are tormented, threatened, and sometimes killed by various agents of Satan. Scholars have traditionally thought that it was written in order to encourage believers to stand fast in the face of the Roman persecution of the early Church. More recently, however, it has been argued that no such crisis existed at the time the book was written. Here Paul Duff offers a different viewpoint on the origin of the Book of Revelation, resulting in a work
which substantially advances the implication of the current consensus and sheds new light on this influential yet enigmatic text.
A Practical Guide to Productivity
Wolves Among Sheep
The Gospel according to Moses
Becoming a Good Minister of Christ Jesus
The Message of the Sermon on the Mount
First Timothy
The Quiverfull Movement and Evangelical Theology of the Family
Life is worthless without Jesus. Jesus was asked what the greatest commandment in the law is and He said unto him, "thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart and with all thy soul and with all they mind." This is the first and greatest commandment and the second is like unto it. Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself. On these two commandments hang all the law and the prophets (Matthew 22:36-40). There shall be many false prophets who will deceive many. Because iniquity shall abound, the love of many shall wax cold and he that shall endure until the end, the same shall be saved. This gospel
of the kingdom shall be preached in all the world for a witness unto all nations; and then shall the end come. Not my way or your way or the highway unless it leads to the highway to heaven and eternal life with Jesus and the Father of us all.
The Death of Death in the Death of Christ is John Owen's definitive work on the extent of the atonement. It is a polemical work, designed to show among other things that the doctrine of universal redemption is unscriptural and destructive of the gospel. It was called forth by the progress in England of Arminianism and the half-way house of Amyraldianism adopted by Baxter, Davenant and Usher.
Lots of churches around the world are struggling to survive. Maybe instead they should follow Jesus into death so that they can rise again. I suggest several things that churches can do to follow Jesus into the world. These ways allow us to BE the church rather than just attend church.
First let me say how honored I am, to be Inspired by THE HOLY SPIRIT, to speak to you through this book. For The Bible Says, "For the prophecy came not in old time by the will of man: but holy men of GOD spake as they were moved by THE HOLY GHOST" (2 Peter 1:21). This Book will help you to understand the difference between "FALSE PROPHETS, FALSE TEACHERS, FALSE APOSTLES, FALSE CHRIST'S, AND DECEIVERS.
Seeing and Understanding the Truth about God
Visual Theology
A Record of Crucial Change in the Years 1950 to 2000
Why Today's Super-Connected Kids Are Growing Up Less Rebellious, More Tolerant, Less Happy--and Completely Unprepared for Adulthood--and What That Means for the Rest of Us
Understanding the Basics
Christ's Warning to the Churches, to Beware of False Prophets, who Come as Wolves in Sheep's Clothing, and the Marks by which They are Known
Commentaries on the Catholic Epistles
What Do the Five Points of Calvinism Really Mean? Many have heard of Reformed theology, but may not be certain what it is. Some references to it have been positive, some negative. It appears to be important, and they'd like to know more about it. But they want a full, understandable explanation, not a simplistic one. What Is Reformed Theology? is an accessible introduction to beliefs that have been immensely
influential in the evangelical church. In this insightful book, R. C. Sproul walks readers through the foundations of the Reformed doctrine and explains how the Reformed belief is centered on God, based on God's Word, and committed to faith in Jesus Christ. Sproul explains the five points of Reformed theology and makes plain the reality of God's amazing grace.
Are there false, fruitless and even deceptive predators in the pulpits of the modern church? If so, are these deceivers leading multitudes to the worship of false gods through their damnable heresies? Are "seeker-friendly" churches creating a new class of "Christians" who have no concept of authentic, Biblical Christianity? Are there leaders who are building their own kingdoms in lieu of God's and doing so on your
dime? Are we hearing the full counsel of the LORD from those in leadership, or the psychology and programs of mere men? Are beguiling emissaries in our midst drawing believers away from pure devotion and intimacy with Jesus Christ? Do these things exist within your local fellowship? Are you truly being instructed in the right ways of the LORD? Explore the answers to these and many more questions in this bold,
insightful, and resourceful look at the church world today. WHAT YOU WILL GAIN FROM READING THIS BOOK: What specific erroneous teachings are circulating in the church world and how to identify and expose them How to discern the genuine leaders who truly follow the Word and Spirit of God, from the false and fruitless who are using God's money to build their own kingdoms How to please the LORD by positioning and
establishing His written revelation as final authority in your personal life How to discern and cease wasting your brief existence on this earth supporting wolves in sheep's clothing How to serve God with a loving and concerned heart from the foundation of divine immutable truth "Todd has addressed the number one issue of today's Christian culture. A subtle enemy has been invading our Christian churches and lulling
Christians to sleep. This book is a dynamic toolfor the discerning Christian who wants to be an effective servant of the LORD." Dan White
Don’t try to do it all. Do more good. Better. I am no productivity guru. I am a writer, a church leader, a husband, and a father—a Christian with a lot of responsibilities and with new tasks coming at me all the time. I wrote this short, fast-paced, practical guide to productivity to share what I have learned about getting things done in today’s digital world. Whether you are a student or a professional, a work-fromhome dad or a stay-at-home mom, it will help you learn to structure your life to do the most good to the glory of God. In Do More Better, you will learn: Common obstacles to productivityThe great purpose behind productivity3 essential tools for getting things doneThe power of daily and weekly routines And much more, including bonus material on taming your email and embracing the inevitable messiness of productivity.
It really is possible to live a calm and orderly life, sure of your responsibilities and confident in your progress. You can do more better. And I would love to help you get there. –Tim Challies
Right now, truth is under attack, and much is at stake. Perhaps no one in America is more passionate than John MacArthur about exposing those who are mounting this attack?especially those bringing the assault right into the church. There is no middle ground?no safe zone for the uncommitted in this war. The battle for truth is raging, and this book reveals: The pitfalls of postmodern thinking Why the Emerging Church
Movement is inherently flawed Past skirmishes in the Truth War and their effect on the Church The importance of truth and certainty in a postmodern society How to identify and address the errors and false teachings smuggled into churches "[The postmodern age] is the age of no truth, an age that has reached a point of deadly fatigue when it comes to facing the truth?a generation that no longer believes truth can be
known. Dr. John MacArthur knows better, and he is armed with the courage to confront this age with a bold defense of truth. . . . His argument is compelling, his defense of truth is brilliant, and his concern for the church is evident on every page. The evangelical church desperately needs this book, and it arrives just in time." ?R. Albert Mohler Jr., President, The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary
What is Reformed Theology?
Warnings To The Churches
The Doctrines of Grace
The Kingdom of the Cults
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Theological and Ethical Reflections on the Book of Deuteronomy
Teachings of Presidents of the Church: Ezra Taft Benson
The First Presidency and the Quorum of the Twelve Apostles have established the Teachings of Presidents of the Church series to help you draw closer to your Heavenly Father and deepen your understanding of the restored gospel of Jesus Christ. As the Church adds volumes to this series, you will build a collection of gospel reference books for your home. The volumes in this series are designed to be used for personal study and for Sunday instruction. They can also help you prepare other lessons or talks and answer questions about Church doctrine. This book features the teachings of President Ezra
Taft Benson, who served as President of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints from November 10, 1985, to May 30, 1994.
Living with Resolute Hope in an Anxious Age
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Your Best Life Now
Fighting for Certainty in an Age of Deception
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